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Automotive Testing in the DNW-LLF Wind
Tunnel
Eddy Willemsen
German-Dutch Wind Tunnels (DNW), P.O. Box 175, 8300 AD Emmeloord, the Netherlands
[email protected]
Abstract The German Dutch Wind Tunnels is a foundation with the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) as
parent institutes. DNW operates ten aeronautical wind tunnels of DLR and NLR,
located in Germany and the Netherlands. The main objective of the DNW organization is to provide the customer with a wide spectrum of wind tunnel test and
simulation techniques, operated by one organization, providing the benefits of resource sharing, technology transfer, and coordinated research and development
(R&D). The LLF is used for full-scale testing of trucks, buses, cars and alike.
Heavy trucks are mounted in the 9.5m x 9.5m test section, whereby a wind speed
of 60 m/s can be reached. The tested vehicle is connected to an external sixcomponent balance with a resolution in drag measurement of 0.15N. In case of
trucks, the front wheels and rear wheels are supported by air cushions. Flow visualization techniques (smoke, tufts, oil, laser light screen) are available, as well as
PIV apparatus, pressure measurement equipment and an acoustic wall array for
aerodynamic noise measurements. Smaller cars may also be tested with a moving
ground plane of 10m long and 6.3m width. The belt has a maximum speed of 50
m/s. The poster will present an overview of the possibilities for automotive testing
in the DNW-LLF wind tunnel.
Introduction
The German-Dutch Wind Tunnels (DNW) operates ten world class wind tunnels and one engine calibration facility of the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
and the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR). The main objective of the
DNW organization is to provide its customers with a wide spectrum of wind tunnel test and simulation techniques, operated by one organization, providing the
benefits of resource sharing, technology transfer, and coordinated research and
development.
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For a proper operation of the wind tunnels, it is of vital importance to keep the
installations well maintained, but at the same time spend a sufficient amount of
investment on the implementation of new measurement techniques. Over the years
a continuous effort is made to offer customers the best quality of internal and external balances as well as electronically scanning pressure measurement systems,
acoustic measurements, PIV technique and various flow visualization techniques.
Full-scale trucks and buses are tested in the LLF wind tunnel. Figure 1 shows a
sketch of the layout of the LLF. This facility is located in the Netherlands, about
100 kilometers northeast from Amsterdam. At this site also a 37.5 percent scaled
copy of the LLF is built. Figure 2 shows an aerial view of the testing site, where
the two wind tunnels can be distinguished: the LST low in the middle and the
large LLF in the upper right corner.
In fact, in the barn visible at the lower left corner a 10 percent pilot tunnel of
the LLF is still operational and available and occasionally used for specific research concerning design matters of the LLF.
Fig. 1 Layout of the LLF
Test Setup
From the eleven different wind tunnels managed by DNW the largest wind
tunnel LLF is suitable for full-scale testing of cars, buses and trucks.
The LLF is a closed loop atmospheric wind tunnel with interchangeable test
sections of various dimensions. Large vehicles require the largest available test
section of 9.5 m width and 9.5 m height. The cylindrical part of the test section is
20 m in length, succeeded by a transition part of 13 m in length between test section and a diffuser of 40 m length.
The 12.7 MW fan drive provides a maximum wind speed of 62 m/s. The flow
quality is very good, with a turbulence level of less than 0.1 percent and velocity
uniformity with less than 0.4 percent deviation from the centerline value.
Automotive Testing in the DNW-LLF Wind Tunnel
Fig. 2 The LLF and LST wind tunnel
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Fig. 3 Change of trailer
The drag is measured with the standard available external six-component platform balance, equipped with three horizontal and three vertical load cells. The
horizontal load cells have a resolution of 0.15 N each, enabling accurate drag and
side force measurements.
In the setup for trucks and buses, air cushions elements are mounted under the
wheels to support the chassis. The height of these elements is kept very small in
order to minimize the effect on the ground clearance. The air cushions are filled
with pressurized air from a compressed air system. The vehicle is fixed by means
of stiff struts to a supporting frame connected to the measuring part of the balance.
The maximum yaw angle for an 18 m long truck is about 15°.
Figure 3 shows an action photo whereby the trailer is changed by means of two
cranes during a test program.
Figure 4 shows a dimensional sketch of a truck mounted in the LLF test section
at zero angle of yaw. The blockage is about 11 percent. In the 10 percent pilot
tunnel of the LLF tests on models of a truck on four different scales were executed
to determine a blockage correction specifically for trucks in the LLF.
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Fig. 4 Cross-sectional dimensions
Fig.5 Acoustic test resluts
Test Equipment
At DNW all measuring techniques for aeronautical and aerospace testing are
also available for tests on trucks, buses and the like.
The external balance provides the drag, side force and yawing moment.
Pressures can be measured with flat surface pressure taps, specially developed
and manufactured for DNW.
Flow visualization can be realized with a hand-held smoke rod, with tufts, oil
of different colors and laser light sheet.
Two microphone wall arrays may be used to measure the strength and location
of acoustic sources. Figure 5 shows an example of test results, plotted in a side
view photograph of a truck. The colors represent the strength of the sound production in the area of the side mirrors and corner vanes.
Beside standard testing techniques for trucks and buses DNW may also apply
Particle Image Velocimetry or a traversing rake of eighteen five-hole pressure
probes to obtain information about the flow field around the vehicle.
Automotive Testing in the DNW-LLF Wind Tunnel
Fig. 6 Example of PIV results on a fighter aircraft
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